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Abstract—In this work we study the parallel performance
portability of BookLeaf: a recent 2D unstructured hydrody-
namics mini-application. The aim of BookLeaf is to provide a
self-contained and representative testbed for exploration of the
modern hydrodynamics application design-space.

We present a previously unpublished reference C++11 imple-
mentation of BookLeaf parallelised with MPI, alongside hybrid
MPI+OpenMP and MPI+CUDA versions, and two implementa-
tions using C++11 performance portability frameworks: Kokkos
and RAJA, which both target a variety of parallel back-ends. We
assess the scalability of our implementations on the ARCHER
Cray XC30 up to 4096 nodes (98,304 cores) and on the Ray
EA system at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory up to
16 nodes (64 Tesla P100 GPUs), with a particular focus on
the overheads introduced by Kokkos and RAJA relative to our
handwritten OpenMP and CUDA implementations. We quantify
the performance portability achieved by our Kokkos and RAJA
implementations across five modern architectures using a metric
previously introduced by Pennycook et al.

We find that our BookLeaf implementations all scale well, in
particular the hybrid configurations (the MPI+OpenMP variant
achieves a parallel efficiency above 0.8 running on 49,152 cores).
The Kokkos and RAJA variants exhibit competitive performance
in all experiments, however their CPU performance is best in
memory-bound situations where the overhead introduced by the
frameworks is partially shadowed by the need to wait for data.
The overheads seen in the GPU experiments are extremely low.
We observe overall performance portability scores of 0.928 for
Kokkos and 0.876 for RAJA.

Index Terms—Unstructured, Hydrodynamics, Performance,
Portability, MPI, OpenMP, CUDA, Kokkos, RAJA, ARCHER

I. INTRODUCTION

High performance computing is in the midst of a transition
between the petascale and exascale eras. In the search for
a way to perform 1018 FLOP/s, the number and variety of
computer architectures and parallel technologies has reached
a level unprecedented in the history of the field. In the face of
this deluge, computational scientists must navigate the options
available and assess their suitability for the development of
applications moving forward.

Many scientific applications are large and complex, and
maintaining them and adding new features can be a cumber-
some process, requiring intensive work from highly skilled
developers. The business costs of committing to a parallel
technology that does not pan out in the future, or of procuring

a new HPC system based on an architecture that does not turn
out to yield acceptable performance for an important code can
therefore be extreme. Consequently, the ability to productively
and economically assess the performance of key applications
across a wide range of parallel technologies and computer
architectures is crucial.

Hydrodynamics is an area that is of significant interest
to many companies and institutions across business and
academia. Aerodynamics, meteorology, astrophysics, weapons
design, pipeline transport and medicine are all fields that make
use of hydrodynamics simulation in one form or another. Many
production hydrodynamics applications exist, and as such the
exploration of how best to develop these applications with
future performance in mind is worthy of study.

In this paper we study the parallel performance of Book-
Leaf: a recent hydrodynamics mini-application which solves
the compressible Euler equations in two dimensions on an
unstructured mesh [1]. Mini-apps are commonly used for
exploration prior to commencing work on production codes.
In particular, we investigate the use of two performance
portability frameworks: Kokkos and RAJA [2], [3]. Kokkos
and RAJA aim to allow application developers to program in
an architecture agnostic manner, that is, to write code that
can run in parallel using a variety of parallel technologies
and on a variety of computer architectures, without significant
modification, and with minimal overhead. This constitutes
a big improvement in developer productivity. Our goal is
to explore the overheads introduced by Kokkos and RAJA
relative to handwritten versions of the application.

Specifically, we make the following contributions:

• We provide a (previously unpublished) reference imple-
mentation of the BookLeaf unstructured hydrodynamics
mini-application, written in C++11 and parallelised using
MPI. We also implement several hybrid variants of this
application: MPI+OpenMP, MPI+CUDA, MPI+Kokkos
and MPI+RAJA;

• We demonstrate the strong and weak scalability of all of
the above implementations on the ARCHER Cray XC30
up to 4096 nodes (98,304 cores) and on LLNL Ray up
to 16 nodes (64 Tesla P100 GPUs). We explore in detail
the overheads introduced by the Kokkos and RAJA per-
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formance portability frameworks when targeting OpenMP
and CUDA through direct comparison with the respective
handwritten variants;

• We quantify the achieved single-node performance porta-
bility across five modern architectures: Intel Skylake,
Intel Knights Landing, IBM POWER8 and NVIDIA
Pascal and Volta using a metric from Pennycook et al. [4].

The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. In Sec-
tions II and III we give more background information regard-
ing mini-applications and performance portability, and discuss
related work. In Section IV we outline our implementation of
BookLeaf and its hybrid parallel variants, and discuss produc-
tivity considerations. In Section V we cover the experimental
setup, and in Section VI we analyse the performance of our
implementations, discuss the overheads introduced by Kokkos
and RAJA and quantify the achieved performance portability.
Finally, Section VII concludes the work.

II. MINI-APPLICATIONS IN HPC

A mini-application [5] (or proxy-application) is a small (rela-
tive to production applications), self-contained (not dependent
on a plethora of third-party tools and libraries) application
designed to be representative of a larger parent application
in some way (often by embodying the essential performance
characteristics of said application, but also maybe in other
ways, such as code structure). Mini-apps are increasingly
being used as vehicles for performing research within the high
performance computing community, providing a way to empir-
ically test hypotheses in a flexible development environment.
Successful ideas can subsequently be implemented into real
applications.

The Mantevo suite was the first integrated collection
of mini-apps, representing applications from many differ-
ent scientific domains [6]. The Exascale Computing Project
proxy-app suite is a related more recent collection of
mini-applications [7]. Examples of hydrodynamics mini-
apps include CloverLeaf [8], [9], LULESH [10], [11] and
Laghos [12]. All of these solve the compressible Euler equa-
tions in different ways. CloverLeaf uses finite volume methods
on a 2D Cartesian grid; LULESH uses finite element methods
on a 3D hexahedral unstructured mesh; Laghos uses high-
order finite element methods on either 2D quadrilateral or
3D hexahedral unstructured meshes. Out of these BookLeaf
is most similar to LULESH, but in 2D.

There is an important trade-off to be struck in the design of
mini-apps: between representativity and brevity. Much of the
value of mini-apps comes from their being small and simple
enough to allow rapid understanding and easy implementation
of new ideas. Scientific ideas are not always concise however,
and a mini-app that doesn’t correspond to the parent applica-
tion in a meaningful way is of no use. For this reason mini-
apps are often collaborative efforts between domain scientists
and computer scientists, this practice is known as “co-design”.

III. PERFORMANCE PORTABILITY

Achieving good performance on modern hardware is much
more dependent on effective utilisation by the application of
the available parallelism than in the past. Individual cores
are slowing down, and the number of them is increasing.
GPU architectures were designed from the ground up to be
massively parallel, and CPU architectures are now following
suit, with wider vector registers, more hardware threads and
more effective multi-core cache protocols.

The Message Passing Interface (MPI), despite being the de
facto standard for parallelising applications in HPC, is not
always the best way to exploit this abundance of hardware
parallelism, as the explicit communication can (and often does)
become a barrier to scaling. It is also not well suited to fully
utilise heterogeneous compute nodes which are equipped with
accelerator devices. For these reasons applications are often
implemented in a hybrid manner, using MPI for inter-node
parallelism and some intra-node parallelism, and other tech-
nologies such as OpenMP [13], OpenACC [14], OpenCL [15]
or NVIDIA’s CUDA language extensions to more effectively
utilise remaining intra-node resources.

The proliferation of different ways in which to enable par-
allel execution (those listed above being just a small sample)
makes it very time-consuming to establish which way is most
effective for a given application. Every re-implementation
costs man-hours up front, as well as accumulating technical
debt in the form of future maintenance. To combat this,
so called performance portability frameworks have started
to emerge. These offer ways to write an application once,
and run it against many different parallel back-ends without
significant modification. These frameworks typically incur a
small overhead in actual performance relative to a handwritten
implementation for a specific back-end, but are a huge boon
to developer productivity, and require much less maintenance,
as there is only one version of an application.

Kokkos [2] and RAJA [3] are two such frameworks, both
aiming to support performance portable C++ applications.
Both of these applications target multiple “parallel back-ends”.
Applications which express their code using Kokkos or RAJA
constructs can be compiled to run using any of these back-
ends, with minimal modification. This is achieved through the
use of C++ templates. Kokkos is capable of targeting POSIX
threads (pthreads), OpenMP, CUDA and ROCm, whilst RAJA
can target OpenMP, Threading Building Blocks and CUDA.

Kokkos and RAJA aim to provide sufficient flexibility to
support any scientific application. Domain-specific solutions
also exist, such as OPS [16], OP2 [17], PyOP2 [18], Liszt [19]
and PATUS [20], which all target various types of mesh
based computation. Rather than using C++ templates as a
means to generate different code for different parallel back-
ends (as in Kokkos and RAJA), these call for the developer
to express their application using a domain-specific language
(DSL), which is then used for code generation. This approach
has advantages: the way in which the program is specified
can correspond closely to the problem domain, and it is



possible to perform domain-specific optimisations. On the
other hand it is less flexible and complicates the build process.
We have developed an OP2 port of BookLeaf, but do not
include it in this study as OP2 is currently lacking a small
amount of functionality required to fully support a subtlety of
the application’s implementation; we hope to address this in
future.

There have been many studies focusing on performance
portability. Cao et al. explored the use of OpenCL across vari-
ous HPC workloads, and concluded that although OpenCL can
provide performance portability, in some cases this requires
architecture-specific tuning and can result in sub-optimal per-
formance [21]. Falch and Elster looked to address this by
automating the tuning process for different architectures [22],
and Jääskeläinen et al. proposed a more performance portable
implementation of OpenCL [23].

In the Kokkos reference paper Carter Edwards et al. ob-
served application efficiencies of at least 0.9 when comparing
handwritten and Kokkos implementations of various unit test
kernels and mini-apps [2]. Demeshko et al. have used Kokkos
to enable performance portability in the Albany multiphysics
code [24], and Sunderland et al. have done the same for the
Uintah runtime system [25]. Hornung and Keasler report initial
findings using RAJA across several LLNL ASC hydrodynam-
ics codes: Ares, Kull and LULESH [3]. Martineau et al. and
Kirk et al. have also studied RAJA and Kokkos implementa-
tions of the TeaLeaf heat conduction mini-app [26], [27].

Pennycook et al. identified the need for a standard system
for measuring performance portability, to enable effective
comparison of different approaches [4], [28]. They proposed
the following metric:

P(a, p,H) =

{ |H|∑
i∈H

1
ei(a,p)

if i is supported ∀i ∈ H
0 otherwise

The set of systems to be measured is denoted by H , the
application by a and its parameters by p. The architectural
or application efficiency on system i ∈ H relative to the best
observed performance on said system is ei(a, p). Previously
reported results using this metric and including Kokkos and
RAJA include a study of GPU-STREAM 2.0 where Kokkos
scored 0.843 and RAJA scored 0.848 across twelve architec-
tures [4], [29] and a study of TeaLeaf where Kokkos scored
of 0.531 and RAJA scored of 0.768 across the Broadwell,
Knights Landing and Pascal architectures [27].

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

BookLeaf solves the compressible Euler equations in two
dimensions on an unstructured mesh consisting of bilinear
quadrilateral finite elements. A predictor-corrector scheme is
used to advance the simulation by a calculated time delta in
the Lagrangian frame. The solution can then (at the user’s
choice) be remapped onto the original mesh using an advective
scheme. For more information on BookLeaf’s hydrodynamics
scheme, we refer the reader to [1].

A BookLeaf run begins by initialising any parallel back-
ends that are to be used, and then reading in a text file which
specifies the problem to be solved. The mesh is constructed
at runtime based on this input, and the initial field values
are then set. Once initialised the mesh may optionally be
written to a Silo/HDF5 file. Several input decks are provided,
corresponding to a variety of standard numerical test problems
(specifically the Sod, Noh and Sedov problems). Multiple
materials are supported when executing in Lagrangian-only
mode, with no remap phase. Full multi-material support in-
cluding mixed-cells resulting from the remap is currently
under development.

The version of BookLeaf published by Truby et al. [1] is
written in Fortran. For this work we reimplement BookLeaf
in C++11 to allow the use of Kokkos and RAJA. There
are currently no major differences in functionality between
the two versions, however the application structure has been
significantly reworked in the C++ version. The code has been
separated out into four logical groups: common, infrastructure,
packages and utilities. Common code represents things like
the data model, configuration structures and timers which
are used throughout BookLeaf. Individual packages group
functionality, for example the hydro package implements the
hydrodynamics physics, and the ALE package implements
the Eulerian remap. Utilities provide functionality common
to multiple packages (e.g. mesh geometry and MPI comms).
Finally the infrastructure code organises calls to packages to
construct the simulation.

A. MPI parallelisation

BookLeaf can leverage both inter- and intra- node parallelism
through MPI. The mesh is partitioned into approximately
equal-sized segments on initialisation using the ParMETIS
library [30] (which is itself parallelised using MPI). Each
MPI rank is assigned a single partition, and is responsible for
updating the values associated with that partition for the rest
of the calculation. As the partitions produced by ParMETIS
are not of exactly equal size, some load imbalance does result
from this strategy, although this is minimised by instructing
ParMETIS to be as balanced as possible.

In situations where information from a neighbouring mesh
partition is required, MPI ranks negotiate the exchanges using
two-sided communication routines. Modern MPI implemen-
tations are typically optimised so as to use local shared-
memory for such exchanges when ranks are located on the
same physical node, and only involve the network interface
when off-node communications are necessary.

BookLeaf aims to minimise the overhead of using MPI
along two axes. Firstly, by minimising the total number of
MPI messages sent and received during each exchange. During
initialisation, each rank makes note of which other ranks it
will need to communicate with during the calculation (this
currently does not change over the course of a run). For each
neighbour, a pair of MPI derived types are constructed, which
identify the necessary data to be sent, and the locations into
which received data should be written. In this way, only two



messages need to be sent between each neighbouring pair of
ranks (each structured by the corresponding MPI derived type).

The second way BookLeaf minimises MPI overhead is by
communicating directly from the mesh data structures, rather
than explicitly packing data into a separate buffer before
communication, and unpacking from this buffer afterwards. By
carefully managing local mesh storage, it is possible to build
a single MPI derived type that spans a number of individual
local allocations.

B. Hybrid implementations

We provide handwritten MPI+OpenMP and MPI+CUDA im-
plementations of BookLeaf, in addition to MPI+Kokkos and
MPI+RAJA implementations which both target MPI+OpenMP
and MPI+CUDA on the CPU and GPU respectively. In all
cases we parallelise each of the 38 unique kernels which
constitute the solve. We do not parallelise the initialisation,
and do not include the time taken here in any results.

The important point to note regarding the MPI+Kokkos
and MPI+RAJA implementations is that in both cases only
one version of the code was written, and can be compiled
to target either OpenMP or CUDA. This is not to say that
there is no OpenMP or CUDA specific code in these versions;
some compiler #ifdefs are necessary (in particular in the
parts of the code that handle copying data to and from a GPU
during MPI communications). However the bulk of the code is
unchanged when compiling for one or another parallel back-
end.

1) OpenMP: We implement according to the OpenMP 4.5
standard. Whilst this specifies semantics for offloading, we do
not test this as compiler support for offload to GPU is still
immature. We use static scheduling without a size specifier
(where each thread takes at most one chunk of the iteration
space, and each chunk is of approximately equal size) for all
loops, as we do not observe any load imbalance that would
prompt use of other scheduling options. Where kernels involve
more than one loop in series, we include both loops in a single
parallel region to minimise thread fork-join overheads. We use
OpenMP custom reductions to implement parallel minloc and
maxloc reductions.

2) CUDA: We implement our CUDA variant using the
CUDA toolkit version 9.2.88. Each MPI rank is assigned a sin-
gle unique GPU, and the rank data is entirely resident on this
device during the solve, except when transfer to the host is ne-
cessitated by MPI communications. Kernels are parallelised by
wrapping the loop body in a C++ lambda, implicitly capturing
the necessary device pointers by value. Threads are dispatched
in one-dimensional blocks, the sizes of which are calculated
using the cudaOccupancyMaxPotentialBlockSize
API call (one thread per loop iteration). All multidimen-
sional data arrays are transposed from their default row-major
layout to improve memory coherence on the GPU. We use
the NVIDIA CUB library for parallel minloc and maxloc
reductions on the device.

The application MPI communications require that the data
to be communicated resides in host memory. As the data

is otherwise entirely device-resident during the solve, it is
necessary to transfer some of it to the host and back during
each MPI exchange, which introduces a significant overhead.
We minimise this overhead by pre-calculating exactly which
indices need to be transferred to the host before each send,
and which indices need to be transferred back to the device
after each receive. This information is then used to gather the
specified data into a device-side buffer, perform the copy, and
then scatter the buffer contents back to their original locations
in host memory (and vice versa). This process also includes
a transpose between the host and device memory layouts.
We leave experimentation with communicating directly from
device memory to future work.

3) Kokkos: For our Kokkos implementation we use Kokkos
version 2.6.0. All data accesses go through Kokkos’ mul-
tidimensional array Views, which transparently handle lay-
ing the data out in a manner appropriate for the selected
target architecture. Parallel dispatch is achieved using the
parallel_for and parallel_reduce routines, which
are also architecture aware. We do not use any of Kokkos’
hierarchical parallelism constructs as we found them to not
provide any performance improvements in this context. When
using the CUDA back-end Kokkos calculates block sizes
heuristically using a similar, but not identical, method to our
CUDA variant discussed in Section IV-B2. The optimisations
mentioned in that section regarding MPI communications are
also applied here.

4) RAJA: For our RAJA implementation we use the version
of RAJA corresponding to git commit 4c8c259 in the official
repository. As with Kokkos, we use RAJA’s View abstraction
to mediate all data accesses. RAJA provides a Layout
abstraction which allows the user to easily permute array
storage orders at compile time. We use this functionality to
transpose arrays for improved memory coherence on GPU.
RAJA provides the forall routine for parallel dispatch, and
architecture specific “reduction policies” for reducing data
between threads. When using the CUDA back-end RAJA
doesn’t provide support for occupancy-based per-kernel es-
timation of block sizes like Kokkos—the block size is instead
specified as a compile-time template parameter. We use 1024
here, as this is the single value which provides best overall
performance (and is also the value most frequently chosen
by the heuristic methods in our other GPU implementations).
Again, the optimisations mentioned in Section IV-B2 regarding
MPI communications are also applied here.

C. Productivity

The number of Source Lines of Code (SLOC) in an application
is a common metric used to provide a basic assessment of its
size and complexity. Table I presents SLOC figures as mea-
sured using the sloccount tool for each of our BookLeaf
implementations. As each of the four hybrid implementations
discussed above are based off the reference MPI version of
BookLeaf, we also provide git diff statistics summarising the
number of actual lines (not SLOC) inserted and deleted versus
the reference version.



Ref. git branch diff
SLOC Insertions Deletions

MPI 22,723 0 0
MPI+OpenMP 22,945 315 27
MPI+CUDA 23,759 2790 1049
MPI+Kokkos 23,787 2856 1371
MPI+RAJA 23,781 2217 798

TABLE I: The number of source lines of code (SLOC)
constituting each our implementations, alongside the total
number of lines inserted and deleted from the reference MPI
version to arrive at each implementation.

0.0 100.0

25.0

50.0

ρ = 1.0, ǫ = 2.5,u = 0 ρ = 0.125, ǫ = 2.0,u = 0

Fig. 1: The intial conditions in the shock tube. The high
pressure region on the left is termed the “driver gas”, whilst
the low pressure region on the right is termed the “test gas”.
The system is closed using an ideal gas equation-of-state with
adiabatic index γ = 1.4. The simulation is conducted over 20 s
of real time, with an initial timestep of 1× 10−3 s.

Both Kokkos and RAJA encourage the use of their re-
spective “view” abstractions when accessing data, rather than
using raw pointers. The advantages of this approach are clear:
mediating data accesses allows for easy insertion of debug
code checking for invalid accesses; it reduces the risk of mis-
indexing an array as the offset calculations are all performed in
one place; and device pointers can be distinguished from host
pointers. We opt to implement our own simple View class for
the MPI, MPI+OpenMP and MPI+CUDA variants so as to also
enjoy these benefits. In practice, the interfaces offered by our
View class and the Kokkos and RAJA view implementations
are largely the same (centring around overloading the C++
operator() to allow multi-dimensional array indexing).
This similarity simplifies development of the Kokkos and
RAJA versions.

It can be seen that the MPI+OpenMP version requires a
relatively low amount of code changes to produce, mainly
in the form of adding #pragma statements. MPI+CUDA
requires more substantial effort: we wrap kernel loop bodies
in C++ lambdas and introduce a parallel dispatch mechanism.
This version also requires some significant changes to the
code handling data layout and MPI comms. The changes
needed for the MPI+Kokkos and MPI+RAJA versions are
similar in magnitude to MPI+CUDA. Overall we find the
abstractions offered by Kokkos and RAJA to be useful and
flexible; developing a version of the code which supports
execution on multiple platforms using these frameworks is no
more difficult than developing the CUDA-specific version.

V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

For all the experiments in this paper we use the Sod shock
tube problem [31]: a standard one-dimensional numerical test

ARCHER Ray

Nodes 4920 54
Interconnect Cray Aries Mellanox IB EDR
Proc. Model Xeon E5-2697 v2 POWER8+ S822LC
Sockets×Cores×Threads 2×12×2 2×10×8
Clock (GHz) 2.70 4.0
L1{i,d} / L2 cache (KB) {32,32} / 256 {32,64} / 512
Memory (GB) 64 256
SIMD ISA AVX VMX+VSX (2.0.7)
GPUs per node 0 4 (Tesla P100)

Compiler(s) Intel 17.0.0 GNU 4.9.3, CUDA 9.2.88
MPI distribution Cray MPICH 7.5.5 IBM Spectrum 10.2

TABLE II: Summary of node hardware configurations on the
ARCHER Cray XC30 and LLNL Ray.

problem designed to assess the ability of a code to resolve
shocks and contact discontinuities. Two regions of gas, a high
pressure “driver” and a lower pressure “test”, are separated by
a diaphragm which is removed at t = 0. The driver propagates
a shock wave from left to right. The initial conditions in the
simulated shock tube and the parameters to the problem are
summarised in Figure 1.

Although the Sod shock tube is a physically simple problem,
it fully exercises nearly all of BookLeaf’s computational
kernels in the same manner as a more complex problem
would. We believe that this, in combination with its conceptual
simplicity and readily available analytic solution, makes it a
good candidate for the experiments in this paper.

In all cases we enable BookLeaf’s remap phase so as to
include the characteristics of the advection routines in our
measurements. This option also generally improves the time-
to-solution, as despite performing more FLOPs per timestep,
the mesh is prevented from warping, resulting in fewer
timesteps overall.

We run our experiments on two primary platforms: the
ARCHER Cray XC30 and Ray, a Sierra early access system
at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. Table II lists the
relevant specifications of these platforms. We compare the
performance of the different CPU variants on the ARCHER
Cray XC30, from 1 through 4096 nodes (24 to 98,304 cores).
The flat MPI version uses one MPI rank per core. The
MPI+OpenMP, MPI+Kokkos and MPI+RAJA variants all use
six threads per MPI rank, with two MPI ranks per socket (each
socket is its own NUMA region). We choose six threads per
rank as this gave the best performance in tests, although it
is likely that increasing this to twelve threads per MPI rank
and only using one MPI rank per socket would improve the
performance at high scale.

The performance of the GPU variants are compared on Ray.
Each Ray node is equipped with four Tesla P100 GPUs, and
we run from 1 through 16 nodes (4 to 64 GPUs). We run
four MPI ranks per node, two per socket, each with exclusive
access to one of the four Tesla P100 GPUs.

In our single-node performance portability tests, the GPU
variants are run on single Tesla P100 and Tesla V100 GPUs,
hosted on a dual-socket Xeon E5-2660 v4 system. All GPU
variants are compiled using the PGI Compiler version 18.1



and the CUDA toolkit 9.2.88. The CPU variants are run on
a dual-socket Xeon Silver 4116 system, a single Xeon Phi
7210P and a dual-socket POWER8+ S822LC system (a node
of Ray). The Xeon experiments use the Intel Compiler version
18.0.2 and the Intel MPI distribution version 2018u2. The
POWER8 experiments use the GNU Compiler version 4.9.3
and the IBM Spectrum MPI distribution version 10.2. Our
POWER8 experiments use four-way SMT, with one MPI rank
and four OpenMP threads per core. The Xeon Phi experiments
use the Cray Compiler version 8.6 and the Cray MPICH MPI
distribution version 7.5.5. The Xeon Phi chip is configured in
quadrant clustering mode and cache memory mode. We use
four-way SMT with four MPI ranks, resulting in 64 OpenMP
threads per rank.

When possible, we run each experiment five times and select
the result with the best total time-to-solution. Due to limited
machine time however, this is not possible for the high scale
runs on ARCHER (1024 nodes and above) which we were
only able to run once each.

VI. RESULTS

We now compare the performance of our implementations
and assess their performance portability. In Section VI-A
we compare the flat MPI, MPI+OpenMP, MPI+Kokkos and
MPI+RAJA implementations of BookLeaf on the ARCHER
Cray XC30. In Section VI-B we compare the MPI+CUDA,
MPI+Kokkos and MPI+RAJA implementations across mul-
tiple NVIDIA Tesla P100 GPUs on Ray. Finally, in Sec-
tion VI-C we measure the single-node performance portability
of the MPI+Kokkos and MPI+RAJA variants across five
modern architectures.

A. CPU variants

1) Strong scaling: An application’s strong scaling is char-
acterised by how the time-to-solution varies with the number
of processors as the total problem size is held constant.
We perform our CPU strong scaling study on the ARCHER
Cray XC30 from 1 to 4096 nodes. We use a mesh size of
15,000× 3750 here. Figure 2a shows the time-to-solution for
each of the flat MPI and hybrid OpenMP, Kokkos and RAJA
implementations. Kokkos and RAJA both use OpenMP as the
target parallel back-end, which allows us to determine the
overheads introduced by each of the portability frameworks by
comparing against the handwritten OpenMP implementation.
Figure 3a shows the parallel efficiency of each implementation,
calculated from the data in Figure 2a.

Up to 32 nodes all the versions are close in terms of
both time-to-solution and parallel efficiency. Flat MPI is
consistently fastest at this scale, but is only slightly ahead of
hybrid OpenMP. The overheads of shared-memory parallelism
are well studied, including: false-sharing and cache coherence;
greater sensitivity to load imbalance and system noise due to
more frequent synchronisation; and the simple fact that forking
and joining OS threads has a non-zero cost. Given these, and
taking into account BookLeaf’s good MPI scaling and modern

MPI implementations’ highly optimised support for node-local
comms, it isn’t surprising that flat MPI is fastest here.

Above 32 nodes the parallel efficiency of all versions begins
to increase, leading to all implementations exhibiting super-
linear scaling (where the parallel efficiency is greater than 1).
We believe this is caused by suboptimal cache usage within
BookLeaf. Mesh elements and nodes are assigned a global
number when the mesh is generated, increasing linearly along
the shorter side of the mesh. Each MPI rank iterates through
its local elements or nodes in order of their global numbering.
Some kernels require information from their horizontal or
vertical neighbours, which as a consequence of the numbering
scheme are not always nearby in computer memory. As the
number of MPI ranks increases for a fixed total problem
size, the amount of memory per rank decreases, and stencil
elements become closer in memory, and eventually will fit into
cache, resulting in a speedup.

From 64 nodes the hybrid OpenMP version begins to
convincingly overtake the flat MPI version, indicating that
the gains from the decreased number of MPI ranks are
outweighing the overheads of OpenMP threading. At 512
nodes we see the parallel efficiency of the flat MPI version
drop off, and at 1024 nodes it has stopped scaling. BookLeaf
includes an “all-reduce” communication step used to calcu-
late each timestep’s magnitude, which is currently the only
“hard” synchronisation point between the MPI ranks. This
type of global communication can be highly sensitive to load
imbalance and system noise, and implementations typically
scale logarithmically with the number of participants. We
believe that this is what causes BookLeaf to stop scaling.
It may be possible to improve the situation by overlapping
this communication with some later computation that doesn’t
depend on the magnitude of the timestep, but we have yet to
explore this. One would expect the hybrid versions to scale
to approximately six times as many cores before hitting this
barrier, as six is the number of threads used per MPI rank,
and indeed this is what we see.

Up to 32 nodes we see the Kokkos and RAJA versions
mimic the scaling behaviour of the OpenMP variant. Interest-
ingly however, past this point they do not seem to take advan-
tage of the improved cache behaviour as well as OpenMP,
and generally exhibit lower super-linear scaling (RAJA in
particular). This is highlighted in Figure 3b which shows the
percentage overhead in time-to-solution of the Kokkos and
RAJA versions relative to the OpenMP version. The observed
overheads are around 5% up to 64 nodes, and increase sharply
from that point. Notably, this is the point at which the super-
linear scaling begins. We believe that the overheads introduced
by Kokkos and RAJA are partially shadowed at lower scale by
the memory-bound execution. As the working set starts to fit
into cache this becomes less of a limitation and the overheads
become more visible.

Static analysis of the assembly code generated from the
OpenMP, Kokkos and RAJA versions supports this hypothesis.
We use the Intel Architecture Code Analyzer (IACA) tool to
estimate loop body throughputs for several of the kernels in
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Fig. 2: (a) shows the strong scaling of the CPU implementations of BookLeaf on the ARCHER Cray XC30 up to 4096 nodes
(98,304 cores) with a mesh size of 15,000 × 3750. (b) shows the weak scaling of the CPU implementations of BookLeaf
in the same configuration, with approximately 4578 mesh elements per core (just under 110,000 per node). In both cases,
time-to-solution is shown, ignoring any initialisation and shutdown, and lower is better.

OpenMP Kokkos RAJA
Thr. (cy) Thr. (cy) Eff. (1) Thr. (cy) Eff. (1)

limitQ 343.76 357.76 1.041 345.81 1.006
getQ 84.00 84.00 1.000 84.00 1.000
geteos 224.00 224.00 1.000 224.00 1.000
getiso 43.90 45.95 1.047 56.95 1.297
getein 17.29 18.24 1.055 24.48 1.416
getforceP 18.52 18.00 0.972 25.10 1.355
scatteraccel 14.52 15.95 1.098 20.48 1.410
getaccel 28.00 28.00 1.000 28.00 1.000
getfluxvol 16.67 16.62 0.997 18.95 1.137
fluxbasisnd 18.24 23.95 1.313 35.95 1.971
fluxelvl 42.00 42.71 1.017 47.86 1.140

TABLE III: Estimated throughputs measured in CPU cycles
for several BookLeaf kernels, calculated through static analysis
of binaries generated from the MPI+OpenMP, MPI+Kokkos
and MPI+RAJA source code respectively. The efficiency
columns indicate the overhead of the Kokkos and RAJA
throughputs relative to the OpenMP throughputs (lower is
better).

BookLeaf. IACA works by locating a piece of code between
two user supplied “marks” in a compiled executable, and
treating it as the body of an infinite loop. The tool then
uses models of various Intel microarchitectures to estimate
the latency and throughput of each loop iteration in CPU
cycles. Table III presents these figures. Hornung and Keasler
observe that many C++ compilers hold back on optimisation
when confronted with combinations of templates and OpenMP
directives [3], which is consistent with our findings here. These
overheads are in line with the increase in execution time at
high scale (where memory accesses are less of a performance

problem). For example, the kernel fluxbasisnd (part of
the advection routines) has estimated overheads of 31.3%
and 97.1% in the Kokkos and RAJA versions respectively.
Analysis of the execution timers from our strong scaling runs
indicates that the observed overhead in the routine that calls
this kernel increases at high scale to around 15% for the
Kokkos version and 65% for the RAJA version.

2) Weak scaling: An application’s weak scaling is charac-
terised by maintaining a constant problem size per processor
as the number of processors is increased (so the total problem
size increases). Ideally the time-to-solution should remain
constant, which indicates that the application scales perfectly
linearly.

BookLeaf employs a CFL (Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy)
timestep limiter which means that the existence of smaller
mesh elements results in globally smaller timesteps, and
consequently more timesteps are required in order to reach a
predetermined finish time. In short, increasing the granularity
of the mesh and leaving the domain size the same will increase
the total time-to-solution, even if each processor has the same
number of mesh elements. We address this by scaling the
domain size in proportion with the mesh size for each weak
scaling experiment to maintain the total number of timesteps
(approximately).

Figure 2b shows the results of our weak scaling study on the
ARCHER Cray XC30 from 1 to 4096 nodes. The mesh and
domain sizes are calibrated such that each node is responsible
for approximately 110,000 mesh elements (which corresponds
to the 15,000× 3750 problem size at 512 nodes).

We observe similar scaling behaviour as in the strong
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Fig. 3: (a) shows the strong scaling parallel efficiency calculated from the data in Figure 2a, where the parallel efficiency E
for N nodes is calculated as E = T1/(N · TN ), where TP is the wall time-to-solution for P nodes. Higher is better, and a
parallel efficiency of 1 represents perfect linear scaling (indicated by the dotted line). (b) shows the percentage overhead of the
measured time-to-solution for the strong scaled MPI+Kokkos and MPI+RAJA variants relative to the MPI+OpenMP variant
also calculated from the data in Figure 2a, where the percentage overhead P for a Kokkos or RAJA time-to-solution T is
calculated as P = 100(T/Tomp − 1), where Tomp is the corresponding time-to-solution for the MPI+OpenMP variant.

scaling study: the flat MPI version starts to drop off between
256 and 512 nodes, whilst the hybrid versions continue to scale
approximately six times further, corresponding to the use of
six times fewer MPI ranks. As each core is responsible for a
fixed amount of data there is no super-linear component to the
scaling here.

Due to the shorter time-to-solution, these experiments are
more susceptible to system noise, which manifests in more
erratic Kokkos and RAJA overheads. We observe Kokkos
overheads around 10% and RAJA overheads around 20%,
which are similar to what we see in the strong scaling study
when working with the same amount of data per node. This
further supports our conclusion that the overheads introduced
by Kokkos and RAJA can be shadowed by memory accesses.

B. GPU variants

We now turn to the GPU variants of BookLeaf. Figure 4
presents the strong and weak scaling results on Ray up to
16 nodes (64 Tesla P100 GPUs). Figure 4a shows the time-to-
solution for each variant for both our strong and weak studies.
As the results for the three variants are so close as to render
these plots indistinguishable, we present the Kokkos and RAJA
strong scaling results as percentage overheads relative to the
CUDA variant in Figure 4b.

The GPU variants do not strong scale as well as the CPU
variants because, in addition to the base cost of the MPI
comms, it is also necessary to transfer the data to be commu-
nicated from the GPU prior to communicating, and to transfer
the received data back to the GPU after communicating (see

the discussion of the strategy we take here in Section IV-B2).
Therefore the cost of communication forms a larger percentage
of the total time-to-solution than in the CPU variants. We
suspect that this could be improved by communicating directly
from device memory using technologies such as GPUDirect
RDMA, which allows transfer of data stored on the GPU di-
rectly to the network-interface, without having to stage the data
in main-memory first. Various MPI distributions are CUDA-
aware which makes taking advantage of this technology easier
(including OpenMPI, MVAPICH2, Cray MPI, IBM MPI and
SGI MPI).

The Kokkos variant is actually marginally (less than 1%)
faster than our CUDA variant when executing on Tesla P100s.
This behaviour is also observed in our portability study in
Section VI-C, however when executing on the Tesla V100 the
CUDA variant is faster. We put this difference down to how
the two versions estimate optimal kernel block sizes to use.
Both versions use a similar (but not identical) heuristic method
based on maximising device-occupancy, but the resulting block
sizes are not always the same. Since our variant is faster on the
newer architecture, and the difference on the P100 is extremely
small, we opt to leave it how it is.

The RAJA variant is slightly slower (just under 2%) than the
CUDA variant. Again, we believe this comes down to block
sizes. RAJA does not support heuristically estimating block
sizes, and requires that the programmer specify the size to use
as a compile-time constant.

Both of these differences are minor when compared to the
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Fig. 4: (a) shows the strong and weak scaling of the GPU implementations of BookLeaf on Ray up to 16 nodes (64 Tesla
P100s). The strong scaling study uses a mesh size of 15,000×3750 and in the weak scaling study each GPU is responsible for
approximately 439,453 mesh elements (slightly over 1,750,000 per node). In both cases time-to-solution is shown, ignoring
any initialisation and shutdown, and lower is better. The sloped dotted line indicates perfect strong scaling. The strong and
weak scaling results for each implementation are so similar that the points on this graph are indistinguishable. Therefore, in
(b) we present the strong scaling results for the MPI+Kokkos and MPI+RAJA variants as percentage overheads relative to the
MPI+CUDA version. The percentage overheads are calculated using the same formula as is described in Figure 3.

overheads introduced by Kokkos and RAJA versus the CPU
variants of BookLeaf. Although we do not test at the same high
scale here, it would appear that the CUDA compiler (nvcc) is
capable of generating very similar code regardless of whether
Kokkos, RAJA or native CUDA is being used.

The GPU variants weak scale comparably well to the CPU
variants (at least as far as we are able to test), as the ratio of
comms to compute remains fixed in this setup.

C. Performance portability

Table IV shows BookLeaf’s single-node performance porta-
bility measured by the metric from Pennycook et al. dis-
cussed in Section III. We assess this across five architectures:
Skylake (Xeon Silver 4116), Knights Landing (Xeon Phi
7210P), POWER8 (POWER8+ S822LC), Pascal (Tesla P100)
and Volta (Tesla V100). As our OpenMP version does not
support GPU offload, and our CUDA version doesn’t support
host execution, the performance portability of both of these
implementations is zero. However, the execution times of these
variants on the platforms they do support are still used in the
calculation of the application efficiencies of the Kokkos and
RAJA implementations.

We observe overall performance portability scores of 0.928
and 0.876 for Kokkos and RAJA respectively. In both cases,
the performance portability for the GPU architectures was very
high, with the lowest application efficiency being 0.962 for
RAJA on the V100. The scores were lower for the CPU archi-

tectures, in particular Knights Landing, with Kokkos’ Knights
Landing application efficiency measuring 0.793 and RAJA’s
0.685. Excluding these Knights Landing figures however, all
other CPU application efficiencies were over 0.9.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

To summarise, we have presented a previously unpublished
C++11 implementation of the BookLeaf unstructured hydrody-
namics mini-application, along with several hybrid implemen-
tations using OpenMP, CUDA, Kokkos and RAJA. We have
established the scalability of all of the CPU variants on the
petascale ARCHER XC30, and give medium scale results for
the GPU variants on the LLNL Ray system, which importantly
represents a promising architectural combination planned for
future, potentially exascale, systems.

Our particular focus has been on establishing the effective-
ness of Kokkos and RAJA in producing performance portable
implementations of the application. Specifically, we compared
handwritten OpenMP and CUDA implementations against
Kokkos and RAJA implementations targeting the same parallel
back-ends. When comparing against OpenMP, we found that
Kokkos and RAJA both incur low overheads of about 5%
when executing in a memory-bound configuration, but that
these overheads rise to about 30% and 100% respectively
when more kernels become compute-bound at high scale. This
indicates that the overheads introduced by Kokkos and RAJA
are in fact quite high, but in practice are often shadowed by



Xeon Silver 4116 Xeon Phi 7210P POWER8+ S822LC Tesla P100 Tesla V100
Time (s) Eff. (1) Time (s) Eff. (1) Time (s) Eff. (1) Time (s) Eff. (1) Time (s) Eff. (1) P(a,p,H)

OpenMP 4424.2 1.000 2801.0 1.000 3870.7 1.000 N/A 0.000 N/A 0.000 0.000
CUDA N/A 0.000 N/A 0.000 N/A 0.000 959.8 0.995 539.4 1.000 0.000
Kokkos 4696.3 0.942 3530.2 0.793 4013.0 0.965 955.1 1.000 555.1 0.972 0.928
RAJA 4823.3 0.917 4091.7 0.685 4243.0 0.912 976.6 0.978 560.5 0.962 0.876

TABLE IV: Performance portability of our hybrid implementations on single nodes with a mesh size of 7500 × 1875. The
Skylake and POWER8 nodes are dual socket, whereas the Knights Landing, Pascal and Volta tests each use a single chip.

memory accesses. Improvements to C++ optimising compilers
and fine-tuning of the Kokkos and RAJA frameworks may
serve to mitigate these overheads in the future.

When comparing against CUDA, we found that the over-
heads introduced by Kokkos and RAJA are very low. In par-
ticular, we found that the Kokkos implementation is actually
0.5% to 1% faster than handwritten CUDA when executing on
Tesla P100s, likely due to differing heuristics for calculating
block sizes. The RAJA implementation is about 2% slower
than handwritten CUDA. These results are promising for the
development of applications that are portable to NVIDIA GPU
architectures going forwards.

We also measured the achieved performance portability
of our Kokkos and RAJA implementations using a metric
proposed by Pennycook et al. across five modern architectures.
We observed very respectable scores of 0.928 and 0.876 for
Kokkos and RAJA respectively. In both cases portability is best
on the NVIDIA Pascal/Volta GPU architectures and worst on
Intel Knights Landing, highlighting the challenges associated
with producing optimal code for that architecture.

VIII. FUTURE WORK

There is certainly scope for developing a better understanding
of the specific causes of the overheads identified in the Kokkos
and RAJA implementations. Exploration of a more compute-
bound application may shed additional light on this. We would
also like to extend our study of BookLeaf’s performance
portability through the use of technologies other than Kokkos
and RAJA, in particular OpenMP 4.5 offload and OpenACC
(the latter of which we have already developed). As noted
above, we have also developed an OP2 port of BookLeaf
which has highlighted a minor lack of functionality in OP2
necessary for our purposes. We hope to address this, and
perhaps also to explore other DSL-based approaches.

We also wish to explore other architectures lacking from this
study, in particular Cavium’s Arm-based ThunderX2, IBM’s
POWER9 and AMD’s EPYC x86 offerings. We have included
some single-node NVIDIA Volta numbers above, but are keen
to extend this to multiple-node runs.

This work highlighted some deficiencies in BookLeaf’s
cache-utilisation, which led to super-linear strong scaling
(which is equivalent to sub-optimal performance at lower
scale). Loop-tiling is a well studied way to address this in
structured mesh codes. Unstructured loop-tiling has also been
studied, but there is not yet consensus on the best way to
achieve this. BookLeaf provides a good sandbox for explo-

ration of different approaches to unstructured loop-tiling. Pre-
liminary exploration indicates that BookLeaf’s driver/kernel
structure makes introducing loop-tiling straightforward, and
speedups approaching 1.2× overall (and 1.8× for subsets of
the code) have been observed versus the untiled implementa-
tion for single-node runs.

BookLeaf is currently being extended in order to more fully
support Multi-Material Arbitrary-Lagrangian/Eulerian compu-
tational methods (MMALE). When this work is complete,
BookLeaf will be suitable for exploration of this significantly
more general class of application. The introduction of multi-
material physics has big implications on the performance
characteristics of hydrodynamics applications for two main
reasons. Firstly, some material properties are more expensive
to calculate than others, which can introduce load imbal-
ance across processors when the mesh is partitioned naı̈vely.
Secondly, ALE remaps can introduce “mixed-cells”, where a
single mesh element contains multiple pockets of different
materials. The book-keeping required for mixed-cells is more
complicated than for single-material cells, and individual cells
may move between the two states as the simulation progresses.
This can introduce more load imbalance as mixed-cells are
more expensive to process. We plan to explore different ap-
proaches to handling mixed-cells, and dynamic load balancing
strategies to mitigate these issues.
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REPRODUCIBILITY

We have endeavoured to include all relevant information re-
garding system configuration, compilation process and runtime
environment in Section V. In all cases we tried to use the
combination of available compilers and runtimes that yielded
the best performance on the system in question, and to use the
same compiler and runtime when a direct comparison between
execution time was being drawn. In all cases we allocated full
nodes to mitigate interference from other users’ jobs.

On ARCHER we used the Cray aprun command for
launching jobs. The flat MPI version used -cc depth to
pin ranks to cores, and the hybrid versions pinned OpenMP
threads to cores in the correct NUMA region using -cc
numa_node. For our Xeon Phi runs we used an explicit -cc
mapping to pin each group of four adjacent threads to a single
physical core.

On Ray we used the mpirun command to launch jobs. We
used the --map-by socket --bind-to core flags to
spread the MPI ranks across the two sockets. The GPU runs
used four MPI ranks per node, and the POWER8 performance
portability runs used 20 MPI ranks with four OpenMP threads
bound to four of each core’s hardware threads.



BookLeaf, Kokkos and RAJA are all open source and
available on Github.


